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The accompanying maps of the field of vision, with the exception of Fig. 25, belong to cases of chronic glaucoma. They are selected as having one noticeable feature in common, namely, a scotoma tapering from the periphery of the field towards the fixation point, and not connected with—or leading towards—Mariotte's Blind Spot. Fig. 3 is a striking specimen of the type. Fig. 22 is an exception in that it includes the region of the Blind Spot. Some of them were shown at a meeting of the Midland
Ophthalmological Society in February, 1923. As the method by which they were obtained is of crucial importance, I give it in full. They were made by myself, on private patients, and in nearly all cases the findings were checked by re-mapping on, at least, one, and in most cases two or more subsequent occasions.

In testing the field in chronic glaucoma, or suspected chronic glaucoma, I begin with—and spend most time on—the central parts, for central vision is the most important. In a fair number of cases I do not feel it necessary to carry the examination further towards the periphery than the 40 or 50-degree circles, which is an advantage if the patient is fatigued or one is short of time. [See Figs. 19, 20, 21, 23 and 24.] And I use the circular method more than the radial, because in chronic glaucoma the borders of the area of maximum blindness are generally more radial than concentric within 40 or 50 degrees of the fixation point; and, of course, the border is more accurately located when the test-object meets it at something like a right angle than when it meets it at a grazing incidence. In fact the "spike" menacing central vision, in cases like Figs. 1, 2, and 4, might easily be missed altogether, in that stage of the disease, by radial testing, and there is hardly one of the present series which could be properly defined by that method.

My usual procedure is as follows:—The test is made by daylight, using the Priestley Smith perimeter with cloth-faced arc, and, in most cases, the diameter of the test-object is 1/100 of the distance from the eye (2.5 mm. at 25 cm.).

The test-object is placed first at ten degrees from the fixation point, and moved round on this circle; if no defect is found, the 20, 30, 40, and 50-degree circles are tested in the same way, and if no defect is found on any of them I test the field no further on that occasion. But if I do find a defect on, say the 10-degree circle, I test the 5-degree circle, and if this also shows a defect, I test the 2.5-degree circle, if the patient fixes steadily enough. And similarly, on whatever circle a defect is first found, one proceeds to examine on successively smaller circles, until the inner limit of the scotoma is located; one then continues examining on successively larger circles from the one on which the defect was first encountered, increasing the radius by ten degrees, or sometimes only five degrees, at a time.

As pointed out above, the advantage of the circular method applies chiefly to the central parts of the field; outside the 40 or 50-degree circles the scotoma often spreads out like the mouth of a trumpet, and if one finds the border here, or anywhere else, more concentric than radial, it is, of course, better to move the test-object radially in that region.
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The black areas on the charts represent those parts of the field in which the test-object is not perceived at all; the dotted areas represent the parts in which it is noticeably faint. This "faint" area generally has a definable edge. In a case which is getting worse one finds that the area of relative scotoma, if present, gradually becomes absolute, and that there is a fresh zone of relative blindness which, in its turn, becomes total. That is to say: the scotoma spreads like a lady's fan being opened out and pushed towards the fixation point. It may be said to "seek" the fixation point; hence the term "centripetal." Figs. 23 and 24 show the opening out of the fan well in one and the same eye. They also illustrate another phenomenon of some importance, namely, that sometimes the apex of the scotoma, when it has nearly reached the fixation point, ceases to advance appreciably for a considerable time—in the above case, for several years—though the fan continues to "open" as hitherto. This particular patient was old, and was developing cataract, so one did not urge operation against his decided wish to the contrary after having the pros and cons explained to him*.

I think that these maps may be taken as fairly correct, for it would require very considerable inaccuracy to produce most of them if the scotoma did not taper towards the fixation point. And the number, though not large, is, I think, sufficient to show that this type of scotoma is far from rare in chronic glaucoma.

The maps shown here were made in the ordinary course of practice during 1922, 1923, and 1924, and there were nine more of the same type which I have not reproduced, that is to say 32 altogether. The total number of chronic glaucoma maps made during this period was 44. The number of patients to whom these eyes belonged was 38, the reason for their providing only 44 maps between them being that in eleven eyes the scotoma could not be mapped because the fixation point was lost; in four others the scotoma was not sharply enough defined to map, and in others

*On the Priestley Smith perimeter the chart faces the examiner and revolves as the arc is moved round. For circular testing a pencil is held, on a rest, opposite the circle being tested, and, as the chart revolves, is pressed against it whenever the patient loses sight of the test-object and kept pressed against it until the test-object comes into sight again. This makes a line from one edge of the scotoma to the other on that particular circle, and by joining the ends of these lines on adjacent circles one obtains the outline of the scotoma.

Where the test-object is perceived only faintly one presses the pencil against the chart intermittently instead of continuously, making a dotted line. At the border of the scotoma one moves the test-object in and out of the blind area once or twice to locate it accurately. And one varies the rate of movement as one finds best.

For radial testing with this instrument one uses a test-object on a wand, locking the arc of the perimeter at the meridian being tested, and marking the chart with a short pencil line in the position of the edge of the scotoma.
I could not detect any loss of field in the one eye though the fellow eye was definitely glaucomatous.*

As stated above, centripetal fan scotomata constituted 32 out of 44 mappable scotomata, i.e., 73 per cent., in the period under review.

Broad sector-shaped defects of the field, with the apex directed towards the fixation point, have been described by others as sometimes occurring in chronic glaucoma; but they are not often mentioned, and the narrow, spike-like scotomata do not appear to have been described at all; which would be accounted for by comparatively infrequent use, at any rate until recently, of methods other than the radial.

It is not only in chronic glaucoma that scotomata with radial edges occur. In hemianopia, whether complete or quadrantric, we have a universally recognized example of such a form. And Fig. 25 shows a typical “spike” in a case of subsiding optic neuritis with commencing optic atrophy in a patient of twenty-four who, as operation proved, had a cerebellar tumour. (The fellow field showed no defect.)

I take it that no one would rely upon the radial method for mapping a hemianopia, but this article is written in the belief that it will still bear emphasizing that that method by itself gives us quite inadequate information as to defect in other diseases also, the commonest being chronic glaucoma.

*Under the term “chronic glaucoma” I include only eyes which present cupping of the disc, and raised intraocular pressure, and loss of field. Cases in which any one of these three is missing are excluded.
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Fig 1. M\(^{\#}\)E.T., Age 53. 1922

Fig 2. M\(^{\#}\)E.T., Age 53. 1922

Fig 3. M\(^{\#}\)H.G., Age 75. 1923

Fig 4. M\(^{\#}\)D.K., Age 66: 1922

Fig 5. Miss S.E.N., Age 56. 1922

Fig 6. M\(^{\#}\)A.J.J., Age 68. 1924
FIG. 7. M° H. J.R., Age 78. 1923

FIG. 8.

FIG. 9. M° G. B., Age 68. 1923

FIG. 10.

FIG. 11. Miss M. E. N., Age 57.

FIG. 12.
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**Fig. 13.**
McA.H.G., Age 47. 1924

**Fig. 14.**
M. J. S. P., Age 72. 1922

**Fig. 15.**
M. W. A. S., Age 56. 1923

**Fig. 16.**

**Fig. 17.**
M. S. J. R. S., Age 52. 1924

**Fig. 18.**